In previous research, we have developed and presented a model for measuring machines and analyzing programs, and for accurately predicting the running time of any analyzed program on any measured machine. That work is extended here by: (a) developing a high level program to measure the design and performance of the cache and TLB for any machine; (b) using those measurements, along with published miss ratio data, to improve the accuracy of our run time predictions; (c) using our analysis tools and measurements to study and compare the design of several machines, with particular reference to their cache and TLB performance. As part of this work, we describe the design and performance of the cache and TLB for ten machines. The work presented in this paper extends a powerful technique for the evaluation and analysis of both computer systems and their workloads; this methodology is valuable both to computer users and computer system designers.
Introduction
The performance of a computer system is a function of the speed of the individual functional units, such as the integer, branch, floating-point units, caches, bus, memory system, I/O units, and of the workload presented to the system. In our previous research [Saav89, 92b, 92c] , described briefly below, we have measured the performance of the parts of the CPU on corresponding portions of various workloads, but this work has not explicitly considered the behavior and performance of the cache memory. It is well known (see e.g. [Smit82] ) that caches are a critical component of any high performance computer system, and that access time to the cache and the misses from the cache are frequently the single factor most constraining performance. In this paper we extend our work on machine characterization and performance prediction to include the effect of cache memories and cache memory misses.
Our research in the area of performance evaluation has focused on developing a uniprocessor machine-independent model (the Abstract Machine Model) of program execution to characterize machine and application performance, and the effectiveness of compiler optimization. In previous papers we have shown that we can measure the performance of a CPU on various abstract operations, and can separately measure the frequency of these operations in various workloads. By combining these separate measurements, we can make fairly accurate estimates of execution times for arbitrary machine/program combinations [Saav89, Saav92abc] . Our technique allows us to identify those operations, either on the machine or in the programs, which dominate the benchmark results. This information helps designers to improve the performance of future machines, and users to tune their applications to better utilize the performance of existing machines. Recently, the abstract machine concept was used by Culler et al. to evaluate the mechanisms for fine-grained parallelism in the J-machine and CM-5 [Sper93] .
The model presented in the previous papers omitted any consideration of TLB and cache misses, i.e. program locality. Our measurement technique involves the timing of operations executed repeatedly within small loops; in such cases, few cache and TLB misses are encountered.
Thus for workloads with high miss ratios, that technique will underestimate run times. Our results on the SPEC and Perfect benchmarks as reported in [Saav92] do not show large errors because the locality on most of these programs is relatively high [Pnev90, GeeJ93] .
In this paper we deal with the issue of locality and incorporate this factor in our performance model. We straightforwardly extend our basic model to include a term which accounts for the time delay experienced by a program as a result of bringing data to the processor from different levels and components of the memory hierarchy. We focus on characterizing cache and TLB units by running experiments which measure their most important parameters, such as cache and TLB size, miss penalty, associativity and line (page) size; we then present cache and TLB measurements for a variety of machines. These measurements are then combined with published cache and TLB miss ratios for the SPEC benchmarks to compute the delay experienced by these programs as a result of the cache and TLB misses. These new results are then used to evaluate how much our execution time predictions for the SPEC benchmarks improve when we incorporate these memory delays. We find that the prediction errors decrease in most of the programs, although the improvement is modest. The SPEC (Fortran) benchmark workload is then used to evaluate the effect of memory delay in the overall performance of various machines.
Finally, we discuss in some detail the performance differences between the caches and TLBs of four machines based on the same family of processors. We find that the relative benchmark results on these machines is explained by their clock rates and memory systems. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a brief discussion of the Abstract Machine Performance model. Section 3 presents our approach to characterizing the memory hierarchy and the experimental methodology followed throughout the paper. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. The effect of locality in the SPEC benchmarks is contained in Section 5, followed by a discussion of the results in Section 6.
Background Material
We have developed a performance model based on the concept of the abstract machine that allows us to characterize the performance of the CPU, predict the execution time of uniprocessor applications, and evaluate the effectiveness of compiler optimizations. In this section we briefly discuss and explain this model.
The Abstract Machine Performance Model
We call the approach we have used for performance evaluation the abstract machine performance model. The idea is that every machine is modeled as and is considered to be a high level language machine that executes the primitive operations of Fortran. We have used Fortran for three reasons: (a) Most standard benchmarks and large scientific programs are written in Fortran; (b) Fortran is relatively simple to work with; (c) Our work is funded by NASA, which is principally concerned with the performance of high end machines running large scientific programs written in Fortran. Our methodology applies as well to other similar high level languages such as C, Ada, or Modula-3.
There are three basic parts to our methodology. In the first part, we analyze each physical machine by measuring the execution time of each primitive Fortran operation on that machine.
Primitive operations include things like add-real-single-precision, store-single-precision, etc; the full set of operations is presented in [Saav89, 92a] . Measurements are made by using timing loops with and without the operation being be measured. Such measurements are complicated by the fact that some operations are not separable from other operations (e.g. store) at the source (Fortran) language level, and that it is very difficult to get precise values in the presence of noise (e.g. cache misses, task switching) and low resolution clocks [Saav89, 92a] . We have also called this machine analysis phase narrow spectrum benchmarking. This approach, of using the abstract machine model, is extremely powerful, since it saves us from considering the peculiarities of each machine, as would be done in an analysis at the machine instruction level [Peut77] .
The second part of our methodology is to analyze Fortran programs. This analysis has two parts. In the first, we do a static parsing of the source program and count the number of primitive operations per line. In the second, we execute the program and count the number of times each line is executed. From those two sets of measurements, we can determine the number of times each primitive operation is executed in an execution of the entire program.
The third part of our methodology is to combine the operation times and the operation frequencies to predict the running time of a given program on a given machine without having run that program on that machine. As part of this process, we can determine which operations account for most of the running time, which parts of the program account for most of the running time, etc. In general, we have found our run time predictions to be remarkably accurate [Saav92a, 92b] . We can also easily estimate the performance of hypothetical machines (or modifications of existing machines) on a variety of real or proposed workloads by replacing measured parameters in our models with proposed or hypothetical ones.
It is very important to note and explain that we separately measure machines and programs, and then combine the two as a linear model. We do not do any curve fitting to improve our predictions. The feedback between prediction errors and model improvements is limited to improvements in the accuracy of measurements of specific parameters, and to the creation of new parameters when the lumping of different operations as one parameter were found to cause unacceptable errors. The curve fitting approach has been used and has been observed to be of limited accuracy [Pond90] . The main problems with curve-fitting are that the parameters produced by the fit have no relation to the machine and program characteristics, and they tend to vary widely with changes in the input data.
In [Saav89] we presented a CPU Fortran abstract machine model consisting of approximately 100 abstract operations and showed that it was possible to use it to characterize the raw performance of a wide range of machines ranging from workstations to supercomputers. These abstract operations were also combined into a set of reduced parameters, each of which was associated with the performance of a specific CPU functional unit. The use of such reduced parameters permitted straightforward machine to machine comparisons.
In [Saav92a, b] we studied the characteristics of the SPEC, Perfect Club and other common benchmarks using the same abstract machine model and showed that it is possible to predict the execution time of arbitrary programs on a large number of machines. Our results were successful in accurately predicting 'inconsistent' machine performance, i.e. that machine A is faster than B for program x, but slower for program y. Both of these studies assumed that programs were compiled and executed without optimization.
In [Saav92c] we extended our model to include the effect of (scalar) compiler optimization.
It is very difficult to predict which optimizations will be performed by a compiler and also to predict their performance impact. We found, surprisingly, that we could model the performance improvement due to optimization as an improvement in the implementation of the abstract machine (an ''optimized'' machine) while assuming that the behavior of the program remains unchanged. We showed that it is possible to accurately predict the execution time of optimized programs in the large majority of cases, with accuracy that was only slightly less than that for unoptimized code.
Adding Locality to the Abstract Machine Model
The variations in execution time due to changes in locality are not captured by our performance model, which ignores how the stream of references affects the content of both the cache and the TLB. This is a direct consequence of using a linear model, and it is clearly expressed in the following equation
where T A , M is the total execution time of the program, C i , A is the number of times operation i is executed by program A , and P i , M is the execution time of parameter i on machine M . Equation (1) does not include a term to account for cache and TLB misses. Nevertheless, we have found that with a few exceptions (e.g. MATRIX300 without use of a blocking preprocessor), our predictions have been quite good. This has been the case because most of the programs that have been analyzed (almost all of which are standard benchmarks) have relatively low miss ratios.
It is straightforward to extend equation (1) to include cache and TLB misses (and/or misses at any other level of the memory hierarchy):
where F i A (faults) is the number of misses at the level i of the memory hierarchy, and D i , M (delay) is the penalty paid by the respective miss. How many levels of the memory hierarchy exist varies between machines, but in most machines there are one or two levels of caches, a TLB 1 , main memory, and disk. In order to use equation (2) we need: 1) to measure the number of misses at each level of hierarchy, or at least on those levels which significantly affect the execution time, and 2) to measure the set of penalties due to different types of misses.
Measurement of the number of misses by a given program for a given memory hierarchy can be done either by trace driven simulation (see e.g. [Smit82, 85] ) or by hardware measurement. The former can be extremely time consuming for any but the shortest programs ( [Borg90, GeeJ93] ), and the latter requires both measurement tools (a hardware monitor or logical analyzer) and access to the necessary electrical signals. This measurement of miss ratios, however, is beyond the scope of this paper; we are principally concerned here with analysis of the memory hierarchy and performance prediction. We rely on measurements taken by others [GeeJ93] for the miss ratios used in this paper.
Characterizing the Performance of the Cache and TLB
We have written a set of experiments (narrow spectrum benchmarks or micro benchmarks) to measure the physical and performance characteristics of the memory hierarchy in uniprocessors, in particular, the primary and secondary (data) caches and the TLB. Each experiment measures the average time per iteration required to read, modify, and write a subset of the elements belonging to an array of a known size. The number of misses will be a function of the size of the array and the stride between consecutive addresses referenced. From the number of misses and the number of references, as we vary the stride and array size, we can compute the relevant memory hierarchy parameters, including the size of the data cache and the TLB, the size of a cache line and the granularity of a TLB entry, the time needed to satisfy a cache or TLB miss, and the cache and TLB associativity. Other parameters such as the number of sets in the cache or entries in the TLB are obtained easily from the above parameters. Note that this technique only permits us to measure the characteristics of the data (or unified) cache; measuring the performance of an instruction cache would suggest the use of jump tables and/or self-modifying code. The results in [GeeJ93] show that instruction misses account for very little performance loss for the SPEC benchmarks, and we do not further consider that issue here.
At least one previous study used a similar, but much simpler technique to measure the cache miss penalty, although the measurement was made at the machine instruction level, not using a high level language program. Peuto and Shustek [Peut77] wrote an assembly language loop which generated a predictable number of cache misses; from this, they were able to calculate the cache miss penalty for the IBM 3033 and the Amdahl 470V/6. They also determined the effectiveness of the write buffers in the 3033. For both machines, however, they knew the cache design parameters (e.g. cache size) and so didn't need to deduce them.
Experimental Methodology
We explain how we measure data cache parameters by assuming that there is only one level of the memory hierarchy to measure; to the extent that the characteristics of two levels (e.g. cache and TLB) are sufficiently different, it is straightforward to calculate the parameters of each from these measurements. In what follows we assume the existence of separate instruction and data caches, although this is done only to simplify the discussion; the instruction loop that we use is so small that the measurements are virtually identical for a unified cache.
We also assume that the data cache is virtually addressable, i.e. that an array which occupies a contiguous region of virtual memory also occupies a contiguous region of physical memory. By making this assumption, it is possible to identify from the array access pattern which cache set, relative to the start of the array, is referenced. For machines with real address caches, however, it is possible that the virtual to real mapping is actually random and that there are mapping conflicts in the cache that would not be present in a virtually addressed cache. Our experience has been that the results we obtain are generally consistent with this assumption. 2 To the extent that the data we present later seems a little "noisy", we believe that it is due to minor failures of this assumption.
Assume that a machine has a cache capable of holding C k -byte words, a line size of b words, and an associativity a . The number of sets in the cache is given by C /ab . We also assume that the replacement algorithm is LRU, and that the lowest available address bits are used to select the cache set. For a machine that did not use LRU replacement (e.g. the IBM 3033 [Smit82] ) in the cache, this technique would not work without modifications.
Each of our experiments consists of computing a simple floating-point function on each of a subset of elements taken from a one-dimensional array of N k -byte elements. We run each experiment several times to eliminate experimental noise [Saav89] . The reason for the (arbitrary) floating point computation is to avoid having a measurement loop which actually does nothing and is therefore eliminated by the compiler optimizer from the program. The subset includes the following elements (by sequence number): 1, s + 1, 2s + 1, ..., N − s + 1. Thus, each experiment is characterized by a particular value of N and s . The stride s allows us to change the rate at which misses are generated by controlling the number of consecutive accesses to the same cache line, page, etc. The magnitude of s varies from 1 to N /2 in powers of two.
Computing a new value on a particular element involves first reading the element into the CPU, computing the new value using a simple recursive equation, and writing the result back into the cache. Thus, on each iteration the cache gets two consecutive requests, one read and one write, both having the same address. Of these two requests only the read can generate a cache miss, and it is the time needed to fetch the value for the read that our experiments measure. Note that we are implicitly assuming a blocking cache; i.e. one which halts on a cache miss even if the target of the miss is not immediately used. In the case of non-blocking caches, we would have to run two experiments, one in which the data was used immediately (to determine the miss penalty) and one in which the data was not used immediately (to show the non-blocking nature of the cache).
Depending on the values of N and s and the size of the cache (C ), the line size (b ), and the associativity (a ), there are four possible regimes of operation; each of these is characterized by the rate at which misses occur in the cache. A summary of the characteristics of the four regimes is given in Table 1 .
Regime
Size of Array Stride Frequency of Misses Time per Iteration 1
no misses
one miss every element
no misses The array is bigger than the cache, and there are b /s consecutive accesses to the same cache line. The first access to the line always generates a miss, because every cache line is displaced from the cache before it can be re-used in subsequent computations of the function.
This follows from condition N > C . Therefore, the execution time per iteration is T no −miss + Ds /b , where D is the delay penalty and represents the time that it takes to read the data from main memory and resume execution.
Regime 2.b:
The array is bigger than the cache and there is a cache miss every iteration, as each element of the array maps to a different line. Again, every cache line is displaced from the cache before it can be re-used. The execution time per iteration is T no −miss + D .
Regime 2.c:
The array is bigger than the cache, but the number of addresses mapping to a single set is less than the set associativity; thus, once the array is loaded, there are no more misses.
Even when the array has N elements, only N /s < a of these are touched by the experiment, and all of them can fit in a single set. This follows from the fact that N /a ≤ s . The execution time per iteration is T no −miss . Figure 1 illustrates the state of the cache in each of the four regimes. In these examples we assume that the cache size is large enough to hold 32 4-byte elements, the cache line is 4 elements long, and the (set) associativity is 2. We also assume that the replacement policy is LRU, and that the first element of the array maps to the first element of the first line of the cache. On each of the cache configurations we highlight those elements that are read and generate a miss, those that are read but do not generate a miss, and those that are loaded into the cache as a result of accessing other elements in the same line, but are not touched by the experiment. The four diagrams in upper part of the figure corresponds to regime 1. Here the size of the array is equal to the cache size, so, independently of the value of s , no misses occur. If we double N , which is represented by the lower half of the figure, then cache misses will occur at a rate which depends on the value of s . The leftmost diagram represents regime 2.a, the middle two diagrams regime 2.b, and the rightmost diagram regime 2.c. 
Cache Size
Measuring the size of the cache is achieved by increasing the value of N until cache misses start to occur. When this happens the time per iteration becomes significantly larger than T no −miss . The cache size is given by the largest N such that the average time iteration is equal to T no −miss .
Average Miss Delay
An experiment executing in regime 2.b generates a miss every iteration, while one in regime 1 generates no misses, so the difference between their respective times gives the memory delay per miss. An alternative technique is to measure the difference in the iteration time between regime 2.a and regime 1, and then multiply this difference by b /s , the number of references per miss.
Cache Line Size
In regime 2.a, the rate at which misses occur is one every b /s iterations. This rate increases with s , and achieves its maximum when s ≥ b , when there is a miss on every iteration (regime 2.b). The value of s when the transition between regimes 2.a and 2.b gives the cache line size.
Associativity
The associativity of the cache (for a ≥ 2) is obtained in the following way. Assume that our experiments cover a region of memory N which is larger than the cache size C , and that the stride s equals the cache line size b . It is clear that under these assumptions a cache miss occurs on every reference and that the number of elements mapping to a set is larger than the associativity. If we start increasing the stride, as long as its value is less than C /a (the number of different sets in the cache), the number of data elements mapping to a particular set in the cache remains the same, while the number of sets touched decreases. Once the stride crosses the boundary only a single set is referenced, and the number of elements mapping to this set starts to decrease. When the stride is maximum N /2 only two elements are being map to the surviving set.
Therefore, if at some point the effect of cache misses disappears, then the point where this occurs using the formula a = N /s gives us the associativity. Otherwise, it is obvious that the cache has to be direct mapped.
Measuring Parameters of the TLB
The phenomena observed when we consider the TLB is the same as for the cache; the only difference is in the particular values of N and s where the changes in behavior occur. The measurements we present in the next section show the behavior of both the cache and the TLB when both are active, and in some regions their effects overlap. In all cases, however, it is relatively straightforward to isolate the effects of one from the other.
Experimental Results for Caches and TLBs
We ran our cache evaluation benchmark on several computers, and we present the results in The results in Table 2 Table 2 : Cache and TLB parameters measured using the memory hierarchy benchmark. The normalized penalty is the ratio between the cache penalty time and the no-miss execution time per iteration (all accesses hit in the cache). We define virtual prefetching as the ability of the machine to satisfy cache misses before the subunit that consumes the data needs the values, which is manifested in the execution time as a zero-cycle miss delay. The miss penalty per line is the delay that the program will experience on each access if it traverses a data structure in such way that each reference touches a different line. The miss penalty (word) is the average miss penalty if the data is traversed sequentially. The DEC Alpha 3000/800 results are reported for both the first (on chip) level and second level caches. It is interesting to compare the ratios between the cache and TLB miss penalties and the execution time of a single iteration with no misses (T no −miss ), which are given in Table 2 .
Although the no-miss time of the test is not a good measure of the true speed of the processor, it at least gives an indication of the basic floating-point performance (add and multiply) and helps to put in perspective the miss penalties. The results show a large variation in the ratio of the cache penalty to the no-miss iteration time, ranging from 0.45 on the DEC Alpha 3000/800 to 4.00 on the VAX 9000. With respect to TLB misses, the range of values goes from 0.53 to 6.35, with the highest value corresponding to the IBM RS/6000 530.
Note that a high miss penalty does not necessarily reflect a bad cache design. The miss penalty may be high as a tradeoff for a low miss ratio, as the result of cost/performance tradeoffs, as the result of an optimization for low miss ratio workloads, or as a result of a deliberate slowing down of a design in order to hit a specific product price/performance point, as discussed below in Section 6.
Effective Prefetching
An interesting characteristic of the IBM RS/6000 which can be observed in measurements. This is evident on the left side of the RS/6000 curves (regime 2.a), independent of the address space region; as long as the stride is less or equal to 16 bytes (4 words), there is no miss penalty. The extent to which this type of prefetching is effective depends on the amount of computation per memory access.
TLB Entries with Multiple Granularities
The results for the Sparcstation 1 and 1+ show that their respective TLB entry granularities are 128 Kbytes and more than 2 Mbytes respectively. The reason for these large numbers is that the TLB entries can map memory regions using four different levels of granularity.
Furthermore, entries with different granularities can coexist in the TLB. The page tables for these machines supports up to four levels [Cypr90] . At each level, there can be either a page PTE in the TLB is tagged to indicate the size of the region it covers, and translation is done accordingly. The operating system determines the coverage of a PTE at the time the region is mapped. The availability of variable granularity PTEs has a number of advantages; in particular, it allows very large memories to be referenced by small TLBs. Note that the multiple granularity of the TLB entries in the Sparcstation 1+ cannot be deduced from the data presented here; if needed, however, experiments could be designed to make such measurements.
The Effect of Locality in the SPEC Benchmarks
In this section we combine the experimental cache and TLB results obtained in the last section with the cache and TLB miss ratios for the Fortran SPEC benchmarks to compute the memory delay caused by misses. We then use these results to evaluate: 1) whether our execution time predictions improve when we incorporate the memory delay experience by the programs; and 2) how much impact does each cache and TLB configuration have on the overall performance of their respective machines.
The SPEC Benchmarks Cache and TLB Miss Ratios
The experimental cache and TLB measurements of the memory hierarchy obtained in the last section can be combined with previously computed miss ratios on SPEC Fortran benchmarks to compute the specific miss ratios that each machine experiences.
Gee et al. [GeeJ92, 93] measured the cache and TLB miss ratios for the entire suite of SPEC benchmarks and have compared their results against other measurements based on hardware monitors, very long address traces, and/or including operating system and multiprogramming behavior. It was found that the instruction cache miss ratios for the SPEC benchmarks, and the data cache miss ratios for the scalar SPEC benchmarks, were quite low relative to published workload measurements; the data cache miss ratios for the floating point measurements were closer to previously observed results.
In this section we use their results for the Fortran SPEC benchmarks to obtain the approximate miss ratios for the different cache and TLB configurations characterized in the previous sections. We note that the miss ratios reported in [GeeJ93, 92] were obtained for a specific system, and that measurements for different systems might be different. Their measurements were obtained in the following way: 1) by using memory reference streams taken from the DECstation 3100, which contains the MIPS 2000 microprocessor; 2) by using specific Fortran and C compilers; and 3) by running each program in a uniprogramming mode, to completion, without consideration of any operating system activity (of which there was very little). For these reasons, their miss ratios only approximate the actual miss ratios on machines other than the DECstation 3100. While we are aware of no cross-architectural comparisons showing that data miss frequencies on different machines are similar, we believe that the total number of data misses should be reasonably close on different machines, based on our understanding of the issue, and the remainder of this paper relies on that assumption.
In Table 3 we present the cache and TLB miss ratios for the different machines. All the results, except those for the DECstation 3100, were obtained by using the parameters shown in Table 2 and using the results published in [GeeJ93, 92] . The cache miss ratios for the DECstation 3100 were not obtained directly from their tables; the block size on this machine is only 4 bytes, while the cache miss ratios published in [GeeJ93] were computed for block sizes ranging from 16 to 256 bytes. However, we have made a rough approximation of the miss ratios on the DECstation 3100 by doubling the results computed for a line size of 16 bytes. We did this based on the observation that the precision of floating-point numbers used in the Fortran SPEC benchmarks is 8 bytes, and hence on a machine with a 32-bit memory interface, reading or writing the second part of a floating-point number never generates a miss, if the line size is at least 8 bytes long. On the other hand, when the line size is only 4 bytes long, if the first part of the floatingpoint number misses, then the second part also generates a miss. (An alternate approach would be to use the "ratio of ratios" from [Smit87] , which would suggest increasing the data miss ratios by around a factor of 2.5.)
In Table 3 , the smallest cache miss ratios for each of the programs are highlighted. The effect of associativity and a large block size can be seen in the miss ratios of the IBM RS/6000
530. The average miss ratio on this machine, which has a 64KB, 4-way set associative cache with a 128-byte block size, is 0.0309. Even though the RS/6000 has a very high miss penalty, the absolute loss of performance from cache misses can be seen from Table 4 to be the smallest of all of the machines shown. It is also interesting to note that the VAX 9000 has the lowest average cache miss ratio of all machines, although it also has the highest normalized miss penalty (the ratio between the cache miss penalty and the no-miss execution time per iteration).
This machine has a 128KB, 2-way set associative cache with a 64-byte line. Hence, at least with respect to this particular workload, it is not the machine having the largest cache size, longest cache line, highest degree of associativity, or the smallest miss ratio, that gives the best performance, but the one which combines the four factors in the most effective way.
With respect to the TLB, only three of the six programs exhibit TLB miss ratios that measurably affect the execution time of the programs on the DECstations, MIPS M/2000, IBM RS/6000 530, and HP 9000/720. On these machines, the TLB miss ratio for MATRIX300 is almost 0.10, and for NASA7 it is close to 0.04. Furthermore, the degree of associativity appears not to affect the TLB miss ratios on these two programs. The results in [GeeJ92] , however, indicate that a TLB with 256 entries, 2-way set associative and with an entry granularity of 8KB will have miss ratios of less than 0.0001 on all SPEC benchmarks. Thus, we expect that the current SPEC benchmark suite will not at all test the performance of the TLB in new machines by the middle of this decade.
Execution Time Delay Due to Cache and TLB Misses
In Table 4 we combine the cache and TLB miss ratios of the SPEC Fortran programs with the memory delays measured on each of the machines to compute the execution time penalty due to cache and TLB misses. The results show that the delays due to TLB misses on benchmarks MATRIX300 and NASA7 are comparable to the delays due to cache misses on the IBM RS/6000 Table 4 : Total Execution time penalty (in seconds) due to cache misses and TLB misses. The numbers in parentheses represents the percentage of the non-miss execution consumed by cache (TLB) misses. The delay for each program and machine combination is computed from the miss ratios and the average memory delay measurements.
530 and HP 9000/720. Moreover, on the IBM RS/6000 530 the total delay due to TLB misses (187.57 sec) is larger than the delay due to cache misses (130.13). The reason for this is that in both machines the delay penalties due to TLB misses are significantly larger than the cache miss penalties (1080 ns vs. 350 ns on the IBM and 940 ns vs. 360 ns on the HP). For the others, the gaps between the cache and TLB penalties are much smaller.
Execution Prediction with Locality Delay
We now have estimates of the execution time delays due to cache and TLB misses and in this section we determine whether including that factor improves our execution time predictions.
We do this analysis twice, once with the SPICE2G6 benchmark and once without; this is because our original prediction (see [Saav92a, b] and Table 6 ) for that program was significantly high, and thus adding additional delays will not only make that prediction worse, but could obscure an otherwise general improvement. A summary of the prediction errors is given in Tables 5 and 6 . The complete results, including the individual execution time predictions and prediction errors are given in [Saav92a] . In the tables, a negative (alternatively positive) average error means that our prediction was lower (greater) than the actual execution time. The results in Table 5 indicate that if the results for benchmark SPICE2G6 are not considered, then the average error decreases in magnitude for all but one machine (the IBM RS/6000), and the root mean square (rms) error also decreases for all but one machine (the Sparcstation I). The overall average error decreases from −9.58% to −3.54% 3 , while the rms error decreases from 20.42% to 18.06%. The rms error on the Sparcstation 1 increases because our predictions on FPPPP and TOMCATV have a positive error even when locality effects are ignored. Likewise, the average positive error for the RS/6000 increases. The skewness in the distribution of average errors appears to decrease when locality is taken into account. When locality is ignored, the average errors range from −18.84 to +0.64, but with the delay factor the errors range from −12.83 to +5.42.
Spice2g6 Excluded Spice2g6 Included
If we include SPICE2G6, then we see that the overall rms error decreases very little, from 22.92% to 22.78%, while the average error changes from −3.86 to +2.37. The distribution of average errors, however, is less skewed. In fact, when locality is ignored, the number of machines with negative and positive average errors are 7 and 2 respectively. The corresponding numbers when our predictions take into account locality are 4 and 5.
With respect to the programs (Table 6 ), the results show that the overall rms errors improve for four out of the six benchmarks. The only benchmarks for which the rms error increases are DODUC and SPICE2G6. Although the overall rms error on DODUC increases, the individual predictions show that on eight of the nine machines the prediction error decreases or remains constant [Saav92a] . The reason why the overall error increases is because the error on the MIPS M/2000, which is the one that increases, is much larger than the other eight errors 4 . Of all the programs, the one which experiences the largest improvement is MATRIX300, where the average error decreases from −31.77% to −23.80% (from 33.21% to 26.55% rms error).
The Effect of the Memory System on Performance
In this section we use our earlier results to evaluate the effect of the different memory systems on the overall performance of the machines. We do this by computing, for each of the Fortran SPEC benchmarks, a new SPECratio which is our estimate of the performance of that program on that machine, given zero cache and TLB misses.
The baseline SPECratios we use here have been taken from the original SPEC reports [SPEC90a SPEC90b SPEC91] , except for the VAX 9000, which we benchmarked ourselves.
We also changed a few of the original SPEC numbers, in particular, we ignored the lastest SPECratios for MATRIX300 on the HP-9000/720, the IBM RS/6000 series, and the Sparcstations. Here we decided to use older results or re-executed the benchmark without using the machines' optimizing preprocessors. The reason for this is that these preprocessors change the original matrix multiply algorithm, which is based on the SAXPY routine, and replace it by a blocking algorithm. These blocking algorithms exhibit significantly lower miss ratios than the ones computed by Gee et al. [GeeJ93] , and would thus make our analysis meaningless. As expected, the impact of the cache and TLB misses varies significantly from program to program. For example, DODUC exhibits the smallest effect with the maximum performance degradation of less than 5% (DEC 5400), and an average of only 2.13%. Conversely, the largest average impact is observed for the MATRIX300 and NASA7 benchmarks with 28.43% and 30.68%
respectively.
Considering the machines, we find that the largest change in performance is for the DEC 5400 and 5500, for which performance improves by 24.91% and 22.01%, respectively, when delays for cache and TLB misses are eliminated. The lowest impact is observed for the Sparcstation 1 which shows an improvement of only 7.47%. It is important to note that the performance differences that we are reporting are functions of three factors: a) the miss ratios of the benchmarks, b) the delays in loading the cache and TLB when misses occur, c) and the raw performance of the CPU. Since the Sparcstations are among the slowest of the machines measured, the proportional effect of cache and TLB miss delays is less. This is despite the fact that, as shown in Table 3 , the Sparcstations have relatively high miss ratios, and that the total delay due to misses (from Table 7 ) is also relatively high. 
Machine Characteristics

Discussion
The data we have gathered and our performance estimation technique allow us to study the performance of several different machines based on the same instruction set architecture, but with significantly different memory systems. In Table 8 we show the main machine characteristics of four different machines based on MIPS processors: DEC 3100, DEC 5400, MIPS M/2000, and DEC 5500. Note that the main difference between the machines is their clock rates.
Although the DEC 3100 uses the R2000/R2010 processor pair instead of the R3000/R3010, the performance difference between them, other than the clock rate, is too small to have a significant effect. In the same table we give the SPECratios of the machines on the SPEC programs as quoted in the SPEC Newsletter [SPEC90a, SPEC90b, SPEC91] . Alongside each SPECratio we indicate, in parentheses, the relative performance with respect to the DEC 5400.
The most interesting observation here is that the SPEC results on the DEC 5400 compared to the other machines cannot be explained only by the relative differences in their clock rates.
The SPEC results indicate that, with respect to the DEC 5400, the DEC 3100 is 15% (0.958 vs. (See also [Saav92a, b] for the use of the same 13 parameters for machine analysis.) In We can proceed even further by comparing the memory hierarchies of the machines. In Table 2 , we see that the basic structure of their caches and TLBs are similar, i.e., the four machines have direct-mapped caches of 64 KB and fully associative TLBs with 64 entries with an entry granularity of 4096 bytes. Furthermore, the ratios between the TLB miss delays (0.8333, 1.1429, and 1.5385) correspond almost exactly with the clock rate ratios (0.8333, 1.143, and 1.538). The main configuration difference between the caches is that the line size of the DEC 3100 is only 4 bytes, instead of 16 bytes on the DEC 5400 and DEC 5500, and 64 bytes on the MIPS M/2000. However, this difference is not the source of the discrepancy. The reason behind the DEC 5400's worse than expected performance is the excessive penalty of cache misses. A cache miss on the DEC 5400 takes approximately 1680 ns compared to 750 ns on the DEC 5500, even though both machines have a 16-byte line size. Thus, the DEC 5400 cache miss penalty is 2.24 times higher than that for the 5500, although their clock ratio is 1.5.
Comparing the miss penalties of the DEC 3100 and MIPS M/2000 with the DEC 5400 is not as straightforward, because of the difference in line sizes. Here the line size, from the 3100 to the 5400, increases by a factor of 4, at the same time the miss penalty increases only by a factor of 3.111. However, the reduction in miss ratios due to a larger line size is for most programs smaller than the corresponding line size increase. For example, an acceptable rule of thumb for caches with parameters similar to the DECstations, and over a large sample of programs, is that doubling the line size will not decrease the miss ratio by more than a factor of 1.5 [Smit87] .
Therefore, the decrease in the miss ratio when we increase the line size by a factor of four should be only around 2.25, which is much lower than the 3.111 increase in the miss penalty of the DEC 5400. (In Section 5.1, we used a factor of two to estimate the miss ratio for a 4-byte line relative to that for a 16-byte line.)
Now, if we look at the cache parameters of the MIPS M/2000, we see that the line size is a factor of 4 larger with respect to the DEC 5500 and a factor of 16 with respect to the DEC 3100, but the respective increases in the miss penalties are only 2.667 and 1.920. Even if we assume that the decrease in miss ratio is only 1.4 as a result of doubling the line size, the corresponding decreases in miss ratios should be 3.842 and 1.960, which are larger than the corresponding line miss penalty increases. The more aggressive cache design on the MIPS M/2000 is effectively reducing the miss ratio without overly increasing the penalty as is the case with the DEC 5400.
This complemented with wraparound loads (see the corresponding entries in Table 2 for rows "miss penalty (word)" and "miss penalty (line)") are the main reasons why the performance of the MIPS M/2000 on the SPEC benchmarks is higher than for other machines based on the R3000/R3010 chips and with comparable clock rates.
It is worth pointing out that the low performance of the DEC 5400 memory system does not necessarily indicate poor design. Most vendors need a series of different machines, with different levels of performance and different prices. Unfortunately, the engineering cost of such separate developments is usually prohibitive, even were the people available to do the work.
Therefore, a typical solution to this problem is to design and build the fastest possible machine, for sale at the highest price/performance point. That machine is then deliberately slowed down by techniques such as slower memories, slower clocks, disabled functional unit bypasses, smaller and slower caches and TLBs, etc., to allow the vendor to sell lower price/performance machines. These slower machines are usually not significantly cheaper than the higher performance ones to manufacture, but the lower margin is more than compensated for by the savings in engineering cost, time and personnel.
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that we can extend our basic abstract machine model to incorporate the effects of program locality and the characteristics of the memory hierarchy to compute the delay due to the misses that occur at some level of the memory hierarchy. We have been able to measure and analyze the design and performance of the caches and TLBs for a variety of machines using only a high level analysis program and without the need to refer to machine manuals or obtain information from the manufacturer. Using previously published miss ratio data, we have been able to improve our predictions of program run times by combining our memory performance measurements with those miss ratios.
An important aspect of our methodology, and something which is illustrated in this paper, is that we can construct relatively simple machine-independent tools for making good observations about the behavior of different units on many machines using programs written in a high-level language. These measurements are accurate enough to make predictions and at the same time can be used to compare machines with different instructions sets or memory structures. In §5 we showed how our cache and TLB measurements can be used to explain, in conjunction with the machine characterizations, the performance differences observed on machines with similar characteristics.
